Global Airtrack - PLAY

Details
All models of the Global Airtrack are manufactured with a double-wall fabric to give a durable track with
excellent rebound. This technology gives an even surface and consistent pressure without constant air supply.
The Global Airtracks feature:
Extra reinforcement on all corners, top and bottom
Soft VELCRO® fixed to all sides to allow multiple tracks to be used to form longer tracks or areas using a
VELCRO® fastener.
Strong handles on both sides of the Airtrack make handling and moving the track easy. The handles are
self-coloured to complement the track
The 10cm and 15cm tracks have two valves - one for air supply and one for a pressure guage (not
supplied).
Length
The PLAY model of the Global Airtrack are available in one length:
4m
This length track is easy to carry - for example to take to friend's houses, your gym, or school. Children
seeking to play or learn basic skills and wanting to link moves will find a 4m track sufficient
Depth
The PLAY model is 15cm thick:
Global Airtrack PLAY - 15cm
This track is ideal for older children who jump at a slightly higher level and want a powerful rebound from
the track
Width
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The PLAY track is available in one width:
1.5m wide
Colours
The PLAY track is available in the following colours:
Grey top, blue sides & centreline

PLEASE NOTE: The Global Airtracks are not supplied with a blower which must be purchased separately. You
can use either the Hitachi blower or the Elephant blower shown to the right. We recommend the Elephant
blower for the PLAY version of the Global Airtrack as it works at higher pressure than the Hitachi blower and a
higher pressure is preferable for the thinner tracks
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